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Introduction

Packet switching is the more preferred strategy for communication in computer networks compared with the
other popular circuit switching, due to its more efficient use of network resources. In circuit switching, a
dedicated circuit in the network is first established between two nodes/hosts requiring a connection before
communication begins. Because this circuit is maintained throughout the duration of the connection, network
resources will be considered wasted during idle periods when messages are not being transmitted. Also, the
dedicated circuit for the connection cannot be shared with other connections in the network. In a packetswitched network, messages are broken into smaller blocks called packets, which are routed independently
through multiple intermediate nodes towards a destination node, where they are then re-assembled correctly
into the original message. This approach allows for network resources to be shared by different connections,
for example, in a first-come-first-serve manner.
While packet switching is more efficient in managing the limited network resources, it can require some
sophisticated control measures in order to guarantee that packets are delivered safely and on time to their
destinations. Some of these measures include the routing policy, flow control, error control, resource allocation and security. The focus of our research will mainly be on the problems of routing and security in
communication networks. The routing policy defines the rules employed at the nodes in a network for the
selection of paths for packets moving towards some destination. Therefore, the role of the routing algorithm
is to compute paths between network nodes and ensure that the packets are correctly forwarded along these
paths. In general, a routing algorithm should minimize the delay experienced by packets and also maximize
the throughput of the network; other important design goals of routing algorithms can be found in [1]. Routing policies can be either static or dynamic. In static routing, the optimal paths are computed and known to
nodes before the network starts operating and they remain unchanged. In order to compute these optimal
paths, it is assumed that the behaviour of input traffic is known or can be estimated. In the present day
networks, this assumption is no longer feasible and as a result, dynamic routing algorithms which compute
paths based on the current network conditions are by far more preferable. A dynamic routing algorithm
will generally incorporate a mechanism for regularly measuring information about the network state that is
required for its route computation. The ARPANET project [2] which was one of the first successful packet
switched networks and later evolved into the internet [3], also proposed important dynamic routing algorithms
[2, 4].
Traditional dynamic routing algorithms like the distance vector and link-state algorithms try to maintain at
the individual nodes of the network, information about the state of the network in order to keep the nodes
connected, and to find the best paths. This means that changes in the network must be communicated to
every node in the network when they occur. Due to the inherent delay in the network, it is not difficult
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to see that this presents a huge problem which will become worse when the network size grows larger.
Also, in trying to keep the nodes in the network connected at all times, there is the increased possibility of
having unnecessary overhead in the network. These algorithms perform very well in small networks but their
problems can become unmanageable or very costly to manage for larger networks. There is therefore the need
to develop more intelligent cooperation among the network nodes for packet routing that will eliminate the
overhead costs of synchronizing the network information among all the nodes in the network as obtainable
in these traditional algorithms. This represents the goal of our research as we believe that any such level of
cooperation can be better managed when the network size grows larger. The cognitive packet network (CPN)
is a routing protocol that adopts such intelligent approach as it connects nodes on-demand and without prior
information about the network, and it has been successfully implemented in large-sized networks.
Communication networks have become so critical to our daily activities which is evident from the increasing
demand for mobile devices that provide ready access to the network. This has also been accompanied by
constant threats from attackers that try to gain access to the network for criminal purposes. Common forms
of attacks are the Denial of Service (DoS) attacks where the attacker unnecessarily burdens the network
so as to deny genuine users access to network resources. Network security is therefore a big challenge for
operators, in designing networks that can defend against new attacks while providing acceptable services to
the users. This is also an area of interest for this research, concentrating on autonomic approaches.
In answering our research questions, the first stage of our research has focused on routing in wired packet
networks and our first proposed algorithm exploits both the success of traditional routing algorithms in smallsized networks and the CPN’s success in large networks. We also incorporate the sharing of connections among
nodes whenever possible.
The remainder of this report is organised as follows. In the next section, we present a literature review of
the different contributions to the routing problem for wired packet networks, from various fields of study.
We also review the recent contributions relevant to autonomic communications, which is attracting a lot of
interests. In the third section, we briefly describe the CPN protocol and the reason why it is suitable for
our work. Our first proposed algorithm is detailed in the fourth section. We also present and discuss our
simulation results. We draw conclusions in the fifth section and also provides some details of our future work.
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Literature Review

Two well-known classes of routing algorithms for computer networks are the distance vector (DV) algorithms
and the link-state (LS) algorithms. These two classes of algorithms employ already established solutions
for computing shortest paths on graphs. The DV algorithms are based on the distributed version of the
original Bellman-Ford algorithm [5] while the LS algorithms commonly use Dijkstra’s algorithm [6] for path
computation. It is easy to translate the routing problem to the problem of finding ’shortest paths’ by viewing
the computer network as a graph and defining a metric for characterizing the paths in the network. This
similarity between packet routing and the shortest path problem, which is a much older problem, might
explain why most of the initially proposed routing algorithms exploited graph theory.
In the DV algorithms, each node in the network maintains a vector containing the lengths of the shortest
paths to every other node in the network, based on the defined path metric. This information together
with the next-hop nodes along the shortest paths, will form the routing information at each node for the
switching of data packets. Nodes will send this vector to their neighbours periodically and/or when a change is
detected in an entry of the vector. Therefore, global information about the state of the network is propagated
through local communication between nodes and their neighbours. Examples of the DV algorithms are the
ARPANETs first routing algorithm [2, 7], Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [8], Interior Gateway Routing
Protocol (IGRP) [9] and Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) [10].
While the DV algorithm, in the basic form as described above, is simple and easy to implement, it can suffer
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from some characteristic problems like the bouncing effect [11] and the counting-to-infinity [11, 3] problems
which occur when link costs rise or there is total failure. These problems result in loops being formed in the
paths chosen to route packets, which can seriously degrade network performance especially in large networks.
The convergence properties of this algorithm are suitable only when changes in the network cause either a
reduction or no change in the distances of any of the known shortest paths. Problems arise when a known
shortest path increases in distance or becomes totally unusable due to link failures or a portion of the network
becomes partitioned. When any of these events affects a node, it tries to find a new path (a new next-hop
node) before propagating the information to its neighbours. This uncoordinated updating of the routing table
increases the possibility for some nodes to believe old and incorrect information about the network over more
recent updates and result in loops being formed. Also, since nodes only send updates to their neighbours,
the possibility of old network information lingering in the system, before being purged out, is high.
Early proposed solutions for preventing routing table loops in DV algorithms were simple, easy to implement,
and formed the basis for the more complex subsequently proffered solutions. Holding down is used in [7]
where nodes will continue using a path to some destination for some given time (hold down time) after the
path has become worse. This to allow for out-of-date information to be purged from surrounding nodes
before nodes update their routing tables. In the split horizon method and its variations [12, 13, 8], nodes are
configured not to divulge any routing information concerning a path to the neighbour from which they have
learnt this path, that is, their next-hop node along the path. This is very efficient in eliminating two-node
loops. Finally, there is the triggered updates, where nodes immediately send updates to their neighbours
after noticing a change in metric in any path on their routing table. By quickly sending these updates, old
information can be purged faster which can speed up convergence. These solutions were proposed on their
own for the small networks available at the time and will easily become insufficient for very large networks.
Cisco’s IGRP [9] combines all these solutions in order to make the DV algorithm more efficient for a large
network.
Ref. [13] also proposed that the full information of the shortest paths, in the form of the set of nodes along
the paths, should be included in the routing information exchanged by nodes in order to completely avoid
loops. This approach can drastically increase the size of the packets carrying the routing information, but it
is straightforward in guaranteeing loop freedom and is applied in the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [14]
used in the internet. One of the most important solutions for DV algorithms that guarantee loop freedom at
all times is the diffusing update algorithm (DUAL) [15]. DUAL belongs to a class of solutions which use the
diffusion computations technique [16]. This technique had been earlier proposed in [16] as a signalling scheme
which guarantees that a system in a network that starts a diffusing computation [16] would be able to detect
when the computation terminates. Basically, this class of algorithms [15, 17, 18] initiate some internodal
coordination among the nodes affected by an increase in metric of a shortest path. This idea is similar to
holding down, but rather than using a timer, the coordination between the nodes, through the exchange of
special messages, ensures that all the affected nodes are informed of the current network state before they
update their routing tables, thereby eliminating loops. The DUAL is implemented in Cisco’s EIGRP [10] and
is the most successful of this class because the nodes can select new paths under some sufficient conditions
(called the feasibility conditions) that guarantee loop freedom and therefore not participate in the internodal
coordination. Also, it provides a better algorithm, compared to the other solutions in the class, for handling
multiple changes in the routing table entries. Although these solutions can effectively eliminate loops, they
can invoke a considerably large amount of message transfers that can use up a lot of network resources. This
will be worse when a sensitive path metric like delay is being used as the internodal coordination will become
easily triggered. Ref. [19, 20] use similar feasibility conditions to the ones proposed in [15] and attempt to
minimise the overall overhead costs of the DUAL.
While the feasibility conditions introduced in the DUAL guarantee loop free paths when nodes update their
routing tables, it is easy to show scenarios where they are too restrictive such that alternative loop-free paths
exist but fail the feasibility conditions. This implies that it is possible for a node to lose connection to some
destination and be prevented from immediately selecting an existing loop-free alternative, a problem referred
to as ’starvation’ in [21]. Ref. [21] also proposed the BABEL routing protocol that solves this problem by
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combining DUALs feasibility condition and the use of sequence numbers, earlier introduced in [22]. The
sequence number idea is implemented such that they designate the age of the routing updates so that nodes
can distinguish recent updates from older ones. This essentially avoids loops, and reduces starvation. BABEL
requires periodic updates to perform well which can burden the network and also increase the chances of
occurrence of sequence number wrap-around. The basic DV algorithm might be a simple algorithm but there
have been no easy solutions to its characteristic problems.
The structure of the LS algorithm suggests that it was designed to avoid some of the problems of the DV
algorithm. This approach is more centralized as each node maintains a copy of the full network topology,
consisting of the cost of all links, from which it computes the shortest path tree to every other node. To
make it adaptive, each node must periodically initiate a broadcast of the costs of its outgoing links to all
the other nodes and also update its view using the incoming network information. The LS algorithm can
still suffer from temporary routing loops caused by inconsistent information at the nodes but it is free from
the counting-to-infinity phenomena. Some examples of the LS algorithm are the SPF (ARPANET’s second
routing algorithm)[4, 23], OSPF protocol [24] and IS-IS protocol [25].
Since nodes make routing decisions solely based on their copies of the network topology, it is essential
that all these copies are identical and up-to-date. Therefore, nodes must constantly measure the costs of
their outgoing links and with a reliable broadcast algorithm, communicate this information to all other
nodes. This is not a trivial problem especially in a large network that experiences regular changes in its
topology. Also, since nodes can only truly vouch for the information regarding the links they are connected
to, it is essential that a mechanism for identifying the most recent updates received from any other node is
implemented. This problem of maintaining correct and identical global information at every node is known as
the routing information problem [26] or the distributed database problem [27]. This means that LS algorithms
can be decoupled into two separate algorithms; an algorithm to solve the routing information problem,
and the shortest path computation algorithm. The routing information algorithm is the most critical to
the overall convergence of the entire routing algorithm and most LS algorithms differ in their approach to
solving this problem. The ability of nodes to recognise the most recent updates in the presence of regular
topological changes, and the inherent delay in the network presents a more interesting problem in maintaining
synchronized topology information among network nodes. Some of the proposed solutions for the routing
information problem can be found in [27, 28, 29].
LS algorithms possess better convergence properties compared to the DV algorithms but they incur more
overhead in computation and communication. A popular mechanism for reducing the communication overhead of flooding in LS algorithms is the spanning tree approach [5]. Here, each node maintains a spanning
tree connecting all the nodes in the network with itself as the root, and LSUs are forwarded using these
trees. This approach incurs extra computational cost for maintaining these spanning trees [5]. LS algorithms
[30, 31] have also been proposed that use partial information about the network topology in path computation
in order to minimise overhead.
A class of routing algorithms that share similarities with both DV and LS algorithms are the path-finding
algorithms [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. In these algorithms, nodes include in their routing tables the second-to-last
hop node, known as the predecessor node, on all their known shortest paths. This information is always
included in the update messages sent by a node to its neighbours. By keeping the predecessor information,
an idea first suggested in [32], a node can basically reconstruct all its shortest paths from its routing table.
In other words, each node can always build a shortest-path tree (which includes other nodes in the network
for which the shortest paths are known), with itself as the root node,. As a result, path-finding algorithms do
not suffer from the counting-to-infinity problem of the DV and have improved convergence properties. While
these algorithms can still suffer from path loops when multiple topological changes occur, these loops are
always short-lived. Ref [34] eliminates all loops by incorporating feasibility conditions for the routing table
updates and internodal coordination, identical to the DUAL. Path-finding algorithms are comparable to the
DV algorithms in the way messages are exchanged in the network, and since each node essentially constructs
a shortest path tree, they also resemble the LS algorithms.
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Contributions to the problem of routing in computer networks have also come from other fields of study.
Ref. [37] provides an extensive survey of routing algorithms from different communities of researchers. The
trade-off between exploration and exploitation in some given environment towards eventually obtaining or
learning some optimal or near-optimal policy, is very fundamental in the field of reinforcement learning (RL)
[37]. It is not difficult to see that routing in packet networks involves exploration and exploitation processes,
since to guarantee that the best path between two nodes in a network is known, all possible paths should have
been explored. In large computer networks, where the network state can change very quickly and possibly
result in an initially good path becoming inadequate, exploration must be an endless process. The trade-off
between exploration and exploitation in packets networks becomes very significant when packets carrying the
actual payload are also used in the exploration of the network. This represents the general view from which
researchers in RL have approached the routing problem.
Q-routing [38], which was derived from the Q-learning algorithm, is the first routing algorithm from this
field of study. In Q-routing, there is an initial exploration phase where nodes make random decisions when
forwarding packets to some destination. With every decision a node makes, its learning algorithm updates a
Q value corresponding to that decision. Eventually, the algorithm should converge to a routing policy which
is expected to give the best path between two nodes. The routing policy at a node for some destination is
the decision, that is, the next-hop node, with the optimal Q value. Once this policy is learnt, nodes will keep
making the same decisions and only the corresponding Q values will be updated by the learning algorithm.
This means that there is no way the algorithm can detect improvements on unknown paths. As a result, nodes
will have to learn new policies only after the known path deteriorates such that the Q values are no longer
optimal. This affects the adaptability of Q routing, and there are also no guarantees for the convergence to
the best paths. Predictive Q-routing [39] was introduced to address the limitations of Q-routing. It improves
the exploration and routing policy of Q-routing by incorporating an estimation of the recovery rate of paths
in its decision algorithm. Ref. [40, 41] combine Q-routing with the -greedy strategy, where the routing
policy is such that nodes either forward packets using the optimal Q values with a probability (1- ) or make
a random decision with probability  ( is usually chosen to be small). This is to improve the exploration
process and the adaptability of the routing algorithm. Backward exploration is integrated with Q routing in
[42] towards improving its convergence. In the algorithm, called the dual reinforcement Q-routing, a node,
before forwarding any packet, appends its best Q value corresponding to the source of the packet. The
implication is that nodes learn about paths to both the source and the destination of a packet after receiving
and forwarding it. While the looping properties of these routing algorithms using RL are barely investigated,
the randomness of the initial exploration phase and the fact that learning occurs after a packet has already
been forwarded, make the occurrence of temporary path loops inevitable.
Another important group of routing algorithms that have enjoyed considerable attention from researchers
are the agent-based routing algorithms. In these algorithms, a mobile agent traverses the network in order
to learn the network topology towards establishing and improving connections between the nodes in the
network. The agents either experience the network conditions themselves like an actual data packet in order
to learn the topology, or they learn from local estimates made by the nodes they traverse. These algorithms
are also commonly referred to as ant-based because the mobile agents imitate some properties of biological
ants when they perform complex tasks like finding the best path to a food source [43]. Here, the exploration
and exploitation dilemma, as tackled in the RL based routing algorithms, only exists in the routing of the
agents, as data packets are completely exempted from the exploration process. Therefore, reinforcement
learning techniques are commonly applied in agent-based routing algorithms. Separating the data packets
from exploration should improve their overall performance compared to RL based routing algorithms, but at
the cost of increased control overhead introduced by the agents. Agent-based routing algorithms generally
use either of two strategies [44]: Round trip agent routing [45, 46] or Forward agent routing [47, 44, 48]. In
round trip agent routing, forward agents are regularly launched by nodes to some destinations to explore the
network and learn the best paths to these destinations. These forward agents have local memories where
they store routing (link costs) and the full path information of the paths they use towards their destinations.
When a forward agent reaches its destination, a backward agent is generated that carries the information
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in the forward agent’s memory back to the source, travelling along the reverse route used by the forward
agent. The Backward agent uses the path information to route itself and the routing information to update
the routing tables at the visited nodes. In the AntNet algorithm and its variations [45, 46], nodes maintain
a parametric statistical model that represents a local view of the entire network traffic; a pheromone table
for routing forward agents; and a data routing table for forwarding data packets. An entry in the tables is a
probability value describing the ’goodness’ of choosing a neighbour node as the next-hop node for a packet
or an agent moving towards some destination. Loops are prevented from the forward agents by deleting
information about the nodes forming the loop once a cycle is detected. The information brought back by the
backward agents is used to update the statistical models at the nodes. Also, on arrival of a backward agent at
a node, the information it brings back, which corresponds to the routing decision made by its forward agent,
together with the updated statistical model, are used to generate a reinforcement signal for updating both
the data routing table and the pheromone table. The size of the reinforcement signal is proportional to how
good the most recent information brought by the backward agent is compared to the previously obtained
information that is summarised in the statistical model.
The forward agent strategy for agent-based routing algorithms was proposed to improve the convergence and
reduce the overhead costs of the round trip agent routing strategy. This approach was inspired by an earlier
and similar successful implementation in [49] for routing and achieving load balancing in circuit-switched
telecommunication networks. In this strategy, forward agents are launched regularly by the network nodes
and they update the routing tables of nodes as they traverse the network, thereby eliminating the need for
backward agents. Forward agents explore paths in the reverse, that is, they find paths beginning from the
nodes they traverse in the network and leading to their originating nodes. In the Regular Ant algorithm in
[47], the forward agent measures the costs of the links it uses has it moves in the network. It updates at each
node, the routing table entry corresponding to the goodness of choosing the link the agent arrived on for
forwarding data packets destined for the agent’s originating node. This algorithm assumes that the network
links are symmetrical in terms of link cost, which means that the path an agent traverses from its originating
node to a destination node carries the same cost as its inverse path. This is a comfortable assumption as
it also allows both data packets and the agents to be forwarded using the same routing table. Using the
same routing table for forwarding both data packets and forward agents can be detrimental especially after
the algorithm has converged, as this will result in the agents only exploring the learned optimal paths. Lack
of exploration of other paths makes it difficult for the algorithm to be fully adaptive to subsequent changes
in the network. The -greedy approach is employed in [47] to ensure continuous exploration and prevent
this situation. Ref [47] also proposes the Uniform Ant routing algorithm for the more general case where
the symmetry assumption is removed. Here, forward agents are not assigned any destination on creation
but a time-to-live and they are terminated after this time expires. Forward agents are always switched
randomly at each node with an equal probability of choosing any of the outgoing links. This means that
agents only explore the network and exploitation is restricted to the data packets alone. This suggests that
a considerable size of agents will be required to ensure good performance of the algorithm. The agents learn
the estimated link costs of the links in the opposite direction to the ones they use and update the routing
tables as appropriate. The authors do not make it clear how the agents obtain these costs but they can be
easily be learnt from the nodes if every node monitors and estimates the link costs of their outgoing edges.
In the Cooperative Asymmetric Forward (CAF) algorithm [44], data packets on arrival at a node, estimate
and leave at the node, the cost of the link they arrived on. This is then carried by forward agents moving
in the opposite direction and used to update the routing table. A separate routing table called the reverse
routing table is maintained at each node for forwarding the agents. The reverse routing table ensures that
CAF agents originating from a source node to some destination node are routed along the possible paths
used by information packets moving in the opposite direction.
Another interesting routing algorithm with the forward agent strategy is the Beehive routing algorithm [48],
which is based on the organizational principles used by honey bee colonies especially in foraging. In this
algorithm, there are two types of forward agents; the short distance agents, which are restricted to a small
number of hops after they are launched; and the long distance agents, which are expected to traverse the
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entire network. Also, the network is subdivided into; foraging regions, which are non-overlapping partitions of
the network, with each region having a representative node; and foraging zones, maintained by each node as
the set of nodes reachable by their small distance agents. Representative nodes regularly launch long distance
agents only, while non-representative nodes only launch the short distance agents. Agents are intelligently
flooded in the network, with short distance agents eliminated once they have reached their maximum hop,
and they explore paths beginning from the nodes they traverse and leading to their originating nodes. This
implies that every node has path information for reaching the nodes in their foraging zone and for reaching
all the representative nodes in the network. For destinations not in a node’s zone, the node forwards packets
towards the representative node of the region the destination node belongs to. A special table, called the
foraging region membership, is maintained at each node and it maps known destinations to their foraging
regions.
These agent-based routing algorithms generally use a stochastic policy for forwarding packet, in contrast with
the deterministic policies of the DV and LS algorithms. This essentially makes them multi-path algorithms
and they combine load balancing in the network with other good performances. A disadvantage of the
stochastic policy is that there is the possibility, though with small probability, of loops occurring in the paths
assigned to the data packets.
A simple routing algorithm that shares similarities with the agent-based routing algorithm using the forward
agent strategy, but avoids the use of RL techniques is proposed in [50]. Special packets called scouts, which
carry their source node address, a sequence number, and the path cost for reaching the source node, are
regularly generated by each node and intelligently flooded in the network. Nodes will update the path cost
before forwarding a received scout packet. A scout broadcast is used to set up connections originating from
the other nodes in the network to the source of the scout packet. The network improves its knowledge of the
best paths to a node with every scout broadcast originating from the node.
Genetic algorithms which code evolutionary operations of selection, crossover and mutation based on the
work of Charles Darwin in biology, in order to solve optimisation problems [51], have also found application
in network routing. In a routing algorithm, a path between two nodes can represent a chromosome or an
individual and its fitness is the cost of directing a packet along it. Any routing algorithm that can compute
full path information, in terms of the sequence of nodes along the path, can easily apply genetic algorithms.
By using the operators, the best (fittest) discovered paths can be exploited, subject to the network topology,
in order to generate more and possibly better paths. By subject to the topology, we mean for example, in
order to use the crossover operator on two paths, they must have the same source and destination nodes and
at least one other common node appearing in their sequences.
In the Genetic Adaptive Routing Algorithm (GARA) [52, 53], each node maintains full topological information
and initial paths are generated using the Dijkstra’s algorithm as in the LS methods. Genetic operators are
applied at specific intervals to find more paths and special packets called delay query packets are sent along
the discovered paths to evaluate their costs. Nodes also send their discovered routes to neighbour nodes
at regular intervals. The routing algorithm in [54] applies genetic algorithms to paths discovered using an
agent-based round trip routing strategy similar to AntNet. A more original approach is proposed in [55],
where the genetic operators can be applied independent of the network topology. Agents (Chromosomes)
launched from each node to explore the network are each assigned a string of integers, with each integer value
of the string chosen from a closed interval beginning with 0. Each node initialises by generating a population
of agents with random string lengths and values, and then sending out half of the population in search of
paths. The number of agents generated is directly proportional to the number of outgoing links present at
a node. An agent determines its next hop node by making a clockwise count on the neighbouring nodes,
starting from the node it arrived from. The value of the count is selected from the position in the agent’s
integer string corresponding to the hop count the agent is about to make since its launch. A random next
hop node is chosen if the agent’s count falls on the node it arrived from, and the agent resets its integer
string to reflect this decision. An agent stores information about the nodes it traverses and the trip times to
reach these nodes from its originating node. After making a number of hops corresponding to the length of
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its integer string, or reaching a node with only one outgoing link, an agent becomes a backward agent and
returns to the source node with all its information. Agents that find the shortest paths to the frequently
used destinations are considered the fittest and the genetic operators are applied to their integer strings to
generate more agents. In contrast to the two aforementioned genetic routing algorithms which use source
routing, DGA uses next-hop routing.
Another desirable property for routing algorithms is the ability to find and use multiple paths to forward
packets. Using multiple paths helps to improve load balancing in the network and the efficient use of the
limited network resources. [56] established necessary and sufficient conditions for achieving overall minimum
delay performance in the network. In this work, optimising the overall system performance was considered
rather than just for some connection. While their approach is not very workable in practice, because of the
assumptions of known stationary traffic inputs and an unchanging or slowly changing network, it suggests
that for near optimal performance in terms of network delay, the possibility must exist at each node for
sharing flows meant for some destination node, among the outgoing links, such that there are no path loops
[57]. This review has focused primarily on single path algorithms since multipath routing algorithms are
generally extensions of some single path algorithm. The MP Scout algorithm [50] is the multipath version
of the Scout algorithm; [57, 58] and [59] extend the LS algorithm and DV algorithm respectively to provide
multiple paths; while [60] is a multipath version of the path-finding algorithm. These algorithms find multiple
loop free paths for packets. [57, 59, 60] achieve loop freedom by applying loop free invariants when updating
the routing tables in the network. These loop free invariants are similar to the feasibility conditions of the
DUAL but adapted for multipath routing. The extensions of these algorithms to find multiple paths come
at a price of increased communication overheard in finding these extra paths and keeping them loop free.
More recently, research has focused on developing autonomic networks that are self-managing, self-configuring,
and self-regulating [61]. Sensor networks are a good example of where autonomic communication might be
required, especially when the sensors are located in places that can be dangerous for humans. For such
environments, it is essential that the sensor network is efficient, for example, in its energy consumption,
as the network would most likely be replaced as a whole in the event of failure. It can also be desirable
that the sensor network provides a better level of service to packets that originate as a result of an higher
priority event [62]. This means that the sensor network should be able to differentiate between events and
have quality of service (QoS) [63] capabilities. With autonomic networks, the possibility increases of having
more intelligent, user-centric networks, for example, which can connect users to desired services based on
their specified QoS needs, as presented in [64, 65]. It is easy to see that traditional routing algorithms will
be inadequate for such intelligent networks as the overhead of maintaining network information in order to
provide different levels of services can become unmanageable. It is therefore necessary to consider methods
for searching for paths in a network on-demand and with little or no prior knowledge of the topology [66, 67].
The Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) [68, 69] is a routing protocol that adopts such strategy. In CPN,
nodes obtain network information only when they need it, thereby eliminating the need for any form of
network-wide synchronization process. The CPN routing protocol uses a similar strategy to the round trip
strategy of agent-based algorithms in finding paths. Exploration packets, called smart packets (SPs) are sent
out by a node requiring a connection in order to gather relevant information necessary for path discovery
and maintenance. In most implementations, the SPs are routed using the random neural network (RNN)[70]
sitting at each node. For continuous exploration, an SP will be allowed to make a random decision rather
than the RNN’s, based on some probability value known as the drift parameter. [71] studied the convergence
properties of the CPN based on this parameter. CPN is also quality of service driven and has been successfully implemented to provide different level of services to packets, based on user defined path metrics, in
both wired [72, 73, 74] and wireless networks [73]. More recently, CPN was shown to be capable of providing
the quality requirements necessary for real-time traffic [75, 76]. [77] presented a machine learning approach,
called SMART, which uses CPN-inspired overlay routing strategy to improve the forwarding delays and loss
rates of intercontinental IP routes. Ideas from CPN have also been applied in QoS-driven task allocations
in cloud computing using online measurements [78] that track the state of the cloud system [79, 80]. CPN,
like most adaptive routing algorithms, experiences routing oscillations where different paths are chosen for
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packets belonging to the same connection. [81, 82] showed that routing oscillations do not severely degrade
performance in CPN, and they also propose intelligent measures to control these oscillations in network.
These attributes make CPN an important contribution to autonomic communications.
Efficient use of energy has become important for communication networks, and schemes for improving energy
consumption have been studied analytically for both wireless and wired networks [67, 83, 84, 85] using
probability models [86, 87, 88]. In order to balance the QoS requirements and the energy consumption in a
network, [89, 90, 91, 92] combined the energy consumption per job, and QoS per job using a composite cost
function and studied, analytically, for the distribution of load in the network that optimised both energy
consumption and QoS. An energy aware routing protocol (EARP) is presented in [93, 94] that uses the
functionalities of the CPN in gathering required network information in order to choose paths that minimise
the total power consumption in the network while respecting the QoS of individual flows. For autonomic
networks, like sensor networks, where energy is very critical to the network performance, energy harvesting
[95, 96] must be combined with this optimal load distribution. The Energy Packet Network (EPN) introduced
in [97, 98, 99], can also be adapted to such systems to intelligently manage the energy demands in the network.
In EPN, energy is dispatched using energy packets [97] according to consumer and storage requests, under
the control of Smart Energy Dispatching Centres (SEDCs).
Also critical to autonomic networks, is the ability to maintain network stability and reliability in the face
of network threats, like denial of service attacks, worms, viruses. A probability model for the interaction
between cells (computer software) and viruses, in the presence of an antiviral agent, is developed in [100].
They allow the antiviral agent to be made up of different proportions of agents that target different strains
of the virus. Their analysis showed that for proper control of the infection, the appropriate mix for antiviral
agent must take into account the resistance of each strain of virus to the antiviral agent. CPN’s resilience
to network worms, compared with the OSPF routing protocol, is successfully demonstrated in [101, 102].
Their results show that CPN can still provide acceptable QoS by quickly adapting to the changes in the
network caused by the worms. An attack is detected when the repetition count reached some set threshold
and the offending terminal will have all its communication blocked for some fixed time duration. The authors
in [103] use CPN to detect and defend against distributed denial of service attacks by detecting unusual
bandwidth usage by suspect connections and dropping all associated packets. Opportunistic communication
(oppcomms), proposed in [104, 105] to assist in emergency evacuation, allows mobile nodes, carried by the
evacuees, to maintain communication among themselves as they come in close proximity thereby creating an
autonomic network. Their goal is for these mobile nodes to learn and improve their view of the environment,
through participation in oppcomms, in order to properly direct the evacuees to safe locations. The absence of
a central structure and the possibility of any node participating, make oppcomms easily susceptible to network
attacks. [106, 107] propose techniques for identifying and rejecting packets originating from malicious nodes.
The popularity of smart mobile devices has made them attractive targets for cyber-criminals. In addition to
having access to personal information by compromising these devices, cyber-criminals can also gain entry to
the mobile networks. A recent project [108] has focused on developing novel strategies to improve the mobile
network security against such cyber-attacks.

3

Cognitive Packet Network

The performance of algorithms like the DV and LS algorithms is highly dependent on the accuracy of the
network information available at each individual node. The methods that have been proposed for maintaining
accurate routing information at the nodes, apart from introducing fresh problems, generally generate more
overhead in the network which increases with the size of the network. It is clear that the problems associated
with routing algorithms that require that nodes regularly update their knowledge of the state of the network
can become unmanageable or very costly to manage as the size of the network grows. Hierarchical routing is
used in large networks to reduce the routing information maintained at individual nodes. This is achieved by
grouping the network nodes into different levels of clusters so that nodes maintain full information about the
9

nodes close to them and lesser information concerning those further off [109]. Because of the routing protocol
being employed, reducing network information as a result of hierarchical routing immediately translates into
degradation in the network performance. It is therefore necessary to consider routing algorithms that do
not require any form of synchronization involving all the nodes in the network, but where nodes only seek
network or routing information when it is needed. This is one of the motivations for the development of the
CPN routing protocol [69, 72]. In CPN, nodes initiate connections on-demand, using special packets which
gather the relevant network information required for establishing and maintaining the connections.
As earlier mentioned, CPN is an agent-based routing algorithm that consists of three types of packets:
smart packets (SPs), acknowledgement packets (ACKs) and dumb packets (DPs). When a node requires a
connection, it sends out some amount of SPs towards the desired destination. A SP, on arrival at a node,
will update itself with the relevant routing information, including the identity of the node, and then decide
its next-hop node based on the learning algorithm at the current node. The learning algorithm commonly
used in the CPN is the random neural network (RNN) with reinforcement learning, which directs SPs to the
outgoing link corresponding to its most excited neuron. If a SP arrives at a node with no prior information
concerning paths to the SP’s destination, the SP constructs a RNN with as many neurons as the number of
outgoing links at the node and then makes a random decision. Therefore, in the simplest implementation,
a node will have, when it is required, an RNN for a destination node. An ACK packet is generated when a
SP arrives at its destination. The ACK carries back to the source node, the information obtained by the SP,
along the inverse path used by the SP after all loops have been removed. ACKs update the RNNs at the
nodes they traverse as appropriate and this update triggers the RNNs to update their weights. The weights
are updated to either reward or punish the decisions made by the SPs [110]. The ACK will provide the source
node with the full path information for the requested connection. The DPs which carry the payload will use
the highest ranked path information at their source node to route themselves. ACKs are also generated for
DPs when they arrive at their destinations, so DPs can also be used to obtain routing information. After
setting up the connection, subsequent SPs are sent at a reduced rate, to maintain and possibly improve the
connections. A comprehensive review of the variations, applications, and performance evaluations of the CPN
can be found in [111]. More recently, CPN has been successfully applied in emergency navigation algorithms
for confined spaces, to find and distribute evacuees along safe egress paths [112, 113, 114].

4

Ongoing Research

The focus of our research is to develop ideas to improve routing in packet networks. In the first phase, we
focus on wired networks were the topological changes are restricted to changes in link costs or total link
failures. Note that the failure of a node can be easily modelled as the failure of its incident links. Our goal
is to develop algorithms that allow for more intelligent cooperation among the nodes in a network such that
nodes can share and benefit from already established connections. The approach of maintaining the current
topological information at all nodes for effective routing, as adopted in the traditional routing algorithms,
becomes less efficient and less manageable in large networks. There is therefore the need for more intelligent
cooperation among network nodes and this is where our work seeks to make some contributions.
The CPN provides a solid framework to implement our ideas because of its ability to find paths in a network
only on-demand and without prior information about the network topology. We believe that this approach
will, overall, be more efficient in routing in large flat networks and this is evident in the success of CPN in its
application in emergency navigation algorithms [112, 113, 114], where a building with more than 200 nodes
in its graphical representation was considered. Our first proposed algorithm, which we present in the next
section, combines the idea of hierarchical routing where nodes maintain full information for nodes close to
them, and the CPN’s ability to establish connections on-demand without the need for periodical updates, to
establish connections between nodes further apart.
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4.1

Proposed Algorithm

In our first algorithm, we propose a coordination among nodes that allows nodes in some defined vicinity to
intelligently share their connections. The network will be divided into non-overlapping partitions (groups)
and nodes within a partition will engage in this coordination when they desire communication with nodes
outside their partition. Every node maintains a group routing table (GRT) for paths leading to the nodes
in its group. This can be implemented using any simple next-hop routing algorithm like the distance vector
algorithm. Since the number of nodes in a group will be relatively small compared to the size of the network,
it would be easier to manage the problems associated with any next-hop routing algorithm implemented
locally in the group. Our idea is for nodes within a group to have ready access to each other but initiate a
connection setup process when they have to communicate with nodes outside the group, and also to share
these connections whenever possible.
The algorithm is such that a node requiring a connection will first check if any of the nodes in its group has
initiated or is actively processing a connection to the same destination node. If such connection already exists,
this node will send its packets to use the connection instead of setting up its own connection. We also employ
special packets, called carrier packets (CP), to carry packets sharing the same connection when possible. By
this we mean that a CP will only contain packets originating from different sources but belonging to the
same group, and sharing the same connection. The CP should make the network traffic appear lighter in
terms of the number of packets in the network. Our aim is to improve network performance by considerably
reducing communication overhead in the network through intelligent cooperation among nodes. The CPN
routing protocol will be used to set up connections between nodes belonging to different groups. We now give
a more detailed description of the proposed routing algorithm, including also the conditions when a carrier
packet is initiated.
I Assumptions: For our first set of simulations, we divide a network into different non-overlapping but
connected groups of nodes and assume that each node knows the identities of the nodes in its group.
II Initialization and local routing tables: The only initialization performed in the network is by the local
routing algorithm employed within a group in order to find paths that connect all the members. Nodes
store and maintain these paths in their GRT. Also, the local routing algorithm will use periodic or
triggered updates to maintain the routing table.
III Establishing connections between groups
• When a node requires some connection to a node outside its group, it first sends a request packet
as a broadcast message to its group nodes for the possibility of sharing an already established
connection. A request packet will only be allowed some given number of hops in order to restrict
connection sharing to between nodes in close proximity and to ensure the termination of the flooding
process.
• A node on receiving a request packet, will reply if it is processing the desired connection. The node
will continue to flood the request packet if it has not reached its limit hop.
• A waiting time is also set after which, if no response is received for a request packet, a node will
initiate its own connection using CPN.
• If a positive response is received, the node begins the process of using the already established
connection. The response will also carry the current known full path information for the connection,
if this information is available. If more than one positive response is received, the first response is
always chosen. The only exception is when the first response does not include path information. In
this case, the first response with path information is selected.
• After selecting the connection to use, the node informs the initiator of the connection and switches
its packets towards this node. Any node initiating a connection will only permit some given number
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of nodes in its group to share the connection. The initiating node also updates the nodes it is sharing
its connection with every time the best path information for the connection changes.
• A node that receives full path information after making a request to share a connection, will first
check if its address or the address of any of its neighbour nodes lies along the received path. If
this is the case, in order to avoid unnecessary path loops, the node extracts the appropriate route
information and source routes its packets instead of switching them towards the initiator of the
connection.
• The initiating node will continue maintaining its connection as long as any of the nodes sharing the
connection has packets to send to that destination. Therefore, a node sharing a connection must
inform the initiator when it no longer desires the connection.
IV Packet switching and the Carrier packet
• Source routed packets are forwarded normally according to their path information when they enter
nodes not belonging in the same group as their sources
• The format for the packets that carry the payload will include an additional field for a second
destination address. This will help the nodes in differentiating between packets actually destined
for nodes within the same group as their sources, and packets moving towards group member nodes
in order to share some connection. A packet that is being switched to share a connection will have
the address of the initiator of the connection in its second destination field.
• In order to prevent loops, once a node begins to share its connection, its packets will leave their path
information at the group member nodes they traverse as they move towards their destination. This
ensures that packets moving towards a node in order to share its connection can be source routed
once they enter a node along the connection path and loops are avoided. This path information
will be stored temporarily at these nodes.
• As earlier mentioned, CPs are used to carry packets sharing the same connection but from different
sources. A CP will contain the payloads of the different packets and their source addresses. CPs
will be source routed. We assume that destination nodes can properly process the CPs. CPs can be
initiated at any node but only for packets originating from group member nodes. While processing
a packet, a node checks its queue for a packet using the same connection as the packet being
processed. If such a packet is found, it creates a CP that carries the two packets. Note that a CP
can only be created if at least one of the packets carries the path information for the connection or
the node creating the CP has this information.
• A node will discard any packet without full path information and whose source belongs to a different
group.
The flowchart in Fig. 1 describes the packet forwarding logic at a node.
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4.2

Simulation

Our simulations were carried out using the OMNET++ discrete event simulator [115]. OMNET++ provides
a good platform to compare different routing algorithms under similar load conditions. In our first set of
simulations, we compare the performance of our proposed algorithm with the setting where no partitions
exist and nodes find all paths using only the CPN protocol.
4.2.1

Modelling a node

In the simulations, a node is modelled as consisting of three layers: the Application layer, the Routing layer
and an array of queues.
The application layer creates packets, in sessions, which are destined for a randomly selected node and then
forwards them to the routing layer. The number of packets in any session is also a random value between
15 to 20 packets. The average time for creating a complete session is between 19 seconds to 25 seconds
depending on the number of packets in the session. There is a rest time between sessions with an average
time of about 1.5 seconds. This layer also processes packets destined for the node.
The routing layer implements the rules for switching packets, including the CPN algorithm. Packets requiring
connection using CPN are first placed in an internal memory of the routing layer until a path is found for
the connection. After deciding the neighbour node to forward a packet, the routing layer sends the packet
to the queue connected to the appropriate interface. Packets arrive and leave a node through the queues.
Therefore, the number of queues at a node is the same as the number of incident links at the node. It is
assumed that the routing layer processes packets at zero time, so no queues are formed for packets arriving
at a node.
We do not set limits for the size of the queues so packets are never dropped as a result of full queues. Due
to the high data rates we have used for the links in the simulations, this assumption is reasonable. Also,
the maximum queue length recorded at any point in the simulations never exceeded 40 packets even at high
traffic levels. The different traffic levels are explained later on. In all our simulations, we do not allow for
nodal or link failures to occur
4.2.2

Network topology

The network topology we have used for the simulations, shown in Fig. 2, is a 98-node network extracted
from the ITC Deltacom network topology obtained from [116]. The extracted network was also modified by
including extra links to increase the connectivity. The data rates for all the links are set to 100Mbps. We
also set a propagation delay for each link to a random value between 0.1ms and 1ms.
4.2.3

Dividing the network into areas

The nodes in the network have been labelled as shown in Fig. 2. In implementing our proposed algorithm,
we divided the network into 5 areas. In Table 1, the range of nodes in each of the areas is given. All the
areas are connected and every node knows the identities of the nodes in its area. In addition, a node also
knows the identities of all its neighbours including those outside its area.
Area
1
2
3

Node range
0 - 19
20 - 38
39 - 54
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4
5

55 - 72
73 - 97
Table 1: Range of nodes in each area

4.2.4

Traffic Levels

The routing algorithms are evaluated under three different traffic levels: Low traffic, Medium traffic and
High traffic levels. Under low traffic levels, only 10 nodes are allowed to initiate packet sessions throughout a
simulation. For medium traffic levels, 25 nodes initiate packet sessions, while 45 nodes create packet sessions
for high traffic levels. The set of nodes that create sessions are randomly selected before carrying out the
simulation.
For a scenario, we carried out 10 simulations and different combinations of nodes are used in each of the
simulations. The same combination of nodes is used for all the different algorithms.
4.2.5

Performance metrics

The two main metrics we have used in comparing the different algorithms are delay and routing overhead.
Delay, measured in seconds, is computed by subtracting the packet creation time in the application layer of
the packet’s source from the time the packet is received at the application layer of the packet’s destination.
We only record the delay values for the data packets and for each simulation we evaluate the average delay.
Also, because of the size of the network, and CPN’s process of finding paths, we also record and compare the
maximum packet delay.
The routing overhead for a simulation, measured in packets/second, is computed by summing the total counts
of non-data packets processed by each of the nodes and dividing the result by the model simulation time.
The model simulation time for all our simulations is one hour.
4.2.6

CPN implementation

We send 25 smart packets (SPs) for the path discovery process of the CPN routing protocol and set the
maximum hop limit for an SP to 60 hops. We also set a reconnection time after which if no path has been
brought back by an ACK, the path discovery process is restarted. From our test results, we observed that
reducing this reconnection time significantly reduced the maximum packet delay seen. However, continued
reduction of the reconnection time beyond some point had no effect on the maximum delay, so for all our
CPN implementations, we set the reconnection time to 500ms. We also set the size of a data packet with no
source routing information to 1016MB.

4.3

Results

Since we run 10 simulations for each scenario, the results presented are averages over 10 simulations. For our
first set of results, presented in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we compare three routing algorithms.
In the first algorithm, all paths are found using the CPN routing protocol.
The second algorithm implements our proposed algorithm as presented earlier on. The network is divided
into 5 areas according to Table 1. On initialization, the GRT of each node is updated using the Dijkstra’s
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Figure 2: Network Topology.
algorithm to ensure that the nodes in an area can reach each other. To achieve this, we let each node
intelligently flood packets, similar to link-state packets in OSPF, carrying the costs of all its incident links
that connect to area member nodes. The flooding process is such that link information is never sent outside
an area. On receiving all the link information for an area, a node, using the Dijkstra’s algorithm, will
determine the next-hop nodes along the best paths to all the other nodes in the area. For the connection
sharing process, we set the waiting time, after which a node requesting for a connection to share will initiate
its own connection if no response is received, to 0.5ms. This value was arrived at by considering the size and
the maximum hop of both the request and response packets, the speed of the links, and possible queueing
delays. The maximum hop allowed for a path request packet was set to 5 hops. Also, the temporary path
information recorded by nodes from packets of shared connections have an expiration time set at 5ms. Later
on, we discuss the importance of this parameter, and completely eliminating temporary path information
recording have on performance. It is important to mention at this point that a node that has neighbours
that are outside its area, known as an area border router (ABR) in OSPF, will always respond to a path
request packet seeking connection to any of these neighbours. We restrict an initiator of a connection to not
allow more than 2 nodes to share the connection but this does not hold when an ABR is sharing a connection
destined for any of its neighbours.
For the third algorithm, we do not allow for connection sharing so that when a node desires an inter-area
connection, it immediately begins the path discovery process using CPN.
Fig. 3 shows that combining area routing, implemented by a LS routing algorithm, and CPN can improve
the average delay from almost 9ms, when only CPN is used, to below 7ms. These results also show that
CPN can maintain good performance with increasing traffic. By having more connections being initiated,
the implication is that more SPs will be sent out to gather network information. This will provide more
information to the RNNs located at the nodes and generally improve learning and SP routing.
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Figure 3: Average delay.
Fig.5 compares the average value of the total CPN connections required by the algorithms under similar
load conditions. Reconnections are also included in this sum. It is clear that having area routing can
considerably reduce the number of times CPN is used. As expected, the results also show that most of the
connections required are inter-area connections which confirms the importance of the CPN algorithm to the
overall performance.
The routing overhead incurred by the algorithms for the different traffic levels is shown in Fig. 4. In
computing this overhead, the overhead caused by the initialisation process that updates the GRTs of the
nodes have not been included. Therefore, the overhead reported is only due to the CPN packets and the local
packets used in implementing the connection sharing mechanism. Since more connections are initiated when
only CPN is used, it is not surprising that it generates more overhead than the other algorithms. While our
proposed algorithm can reduce the connections created compared to the algorithm where no connections are
being shared, the overhead incurred by both algorithms still appear similar. This can be explained by the
overhead caused by flooding request packets every time a connection is required.
In summary, our first results confirm that combining area routing and CPN for our large test network will,
overall, produce a better network performance when compared to using only CPN to find paths. The results
also suggest that employing the connection sharing mechanism as we have described earlier is not very
efficient.
In trying to improve the efficiency of our algorithm, we observed from the results that connection sharing can
be considered as a low probability event. Therefore, rather than increasing the waiting time at the beginning
of the process in order to increase the possibilities of connection sharing, which is also less optimal, the
algorithm should be modified so that nodes only initiate the process when there is a very high chance that
connection sharing is possible. In our modified algorithm, rather than having nodes flood request packets
when they require a connection, nodes will advertise their newly created connections using a similar flooding
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Figure 4: Routing Overhead.
algorithm. By similar we mean that, the advertisement packet will also be restricted to 5 hops in order
to maintain connection sharing between nodes in close proximity. This means that each node will have a
location in its memory for recording advertised connections. When a node requires a connection, it first
checks its memory to see if the connection has been advertised by another node. If the connection has been
advertised, the node then sends a request packet to the advertising node in order to begin the connection
sharing process. This implies that the request packet in the modified algorithm is a unicast packet. Also,
when a node ends a connection, another flooding process is initiated to inform the concerned nodes which
then delete the connection. Another important modification is in the behaviour of the ABRs. As part of
the initialisation process, ABRs will advertise, once, all their neighbour addresses that are outside their area.
These ABR adverts remain in the memories of all the nodes that receive them for the entire duration of the
simulation as they are never ended.
For our second set of results, we compare the modified algorithm with both the initial algorithm and the
algorithm where the connection sharing mechanism is not used.
From Fig. 6, the modified algorithm offers slight improvements in average delay at both medium and
high traffic levels. The efficiency of the modified algorithm in increasing connection sharing in the network
compared to the initial algorithm is also evident from the results in Fig. 7. By ensuring that connections are
shared whenever possible, our modified algorithm, despite involving two flooding processes per connection
created, incurs lower overhead than the other algorithms as shown in Fig. 8.
In the following results, we show how performance can be further improved by taking advantage of the local
area routing algorithm in the forwarding of the SPs. In the previous implementations of our algorithm, SPs
are always routed by the RNNs located at the nodes. Note that the RNN can also decide to randomly forward
an SP in order to ensure continuous exploration of the network. When an SP arrives at a node without RNN,
the node creates one, and then randomly forwards the SP. This implies that nodes will create RNNs for
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Figure 8: Modified Algorithm: Connections initiated.
connections destined for area member nodes despite having group routing table information. We now modify
the routing of SPs such that when they reach the area where their destination resides, they are forwarded
using the GRT rather than creating RNNs. Even though we have not considered processing overhead, having
less RNNs will reduce the processing at the nodes.
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Figure 9: Routing SPs with the Group routing table: Average Delay.
From Fig. 9, routing SPs with the GRT once they arrive at their destination node’s area further improves
the average delay in the network for all traffic levels. This makes sense since routing SPs in this way implies
that they are basically searching for anyone of a set of nodes rather than a single node which improves their
search conditions.
Another important observation is in the average maximum delay seen for any packet in the simulations. We
have not considered this in the past comparisons because of the noticeable variation in the average value of
the maximum delay for different runs of the same scenario. The average maximum delay for all our previous
algorithms lied in the range 0.6secs - 1.5secs, which is always greater than the reconnection time of the CPN
setup process. The result in Fig. 11 therefore shows that improving the search conditions of the SPs by
allowing them to use the GRT ensures that CPN will generally not require a reconnection process in finding
any path despite the size of the network. This also reflects in the reduced overhead as can be seen in Fig. 10.
Finally we discuss the importance of having temporary storage of paths of connections that are being shared.
In the implementation of our proposed routing algorithm, a node will record the path information carried by
a packet if the connection the packet belongs to is being shared, and the path information was assigned to
the packet by the initiator of the connection. Also, path information will only be recorded if the connection
originates from the area. Since CPN improves on the quality of paths its finds, it is important that this
recorded information be expired after some time in order to ensure, as much as possible, that packets going
to share a connection use the most recent path information as known to the initiator. This becomes more
crucial when node/link failures are considered in the network. Clearly, removing this path recording, which
implies that all packets will be assigned paths by the initiating node, gives the most robust implementation
of our proposed algorithm even though it increases the possibilities of having path loops for the packets going
to share a connection. These loops are reduced by restricting connection sharing between nodes in close
proximity and having the initiator send path updates to the nodes sharing its connection. We conclude by
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stating that it is better not to have the path recording than to set its expiry time to a large value and for
our simulations, 1 second, for example, can be considered a large value.

5

Conclusion and Future work

The first part of our research is focused on making contributions in routing in communication networks.
Autonomic communication is receiving lots of interest because it can better manage the demands of the
’modern’ network. We have provided a review of relevant literature where we highlighted the developments
made in the traditional routing algorithms. We also reviewed some of the current research areas in autonomic
communication especially in QoS, efficient energy consumption and harvesting, and in security.
Our first algorithm successfully combines the LS routing algorithm and CPN in managing a large autonomous
network. The network is divided into areas that run, locally, the LS algorithm and the nodes initiate the
CPN routing protocol when inter-area communication is desired. Area routing is already a solution in OSPF
for managing communication in a large autonomous system. In OSPF, another area, called the Backbone
area or Area 0 consisting of all the ABRs must be formed. The role of the backbone area is to connect the
other areas of the network. For inter-area communication, packets are first sent into the backbone area which
then directs them to their destination area. Since it is important for the backbone area to be connected,
a separate LS algorithm must be implemented in the area. Virtual links are also sometimes required to
connect the ABRs that do not share a common link. With our approach, using autonomic communication,
we have eliminated the need for the backbone area and the overhead of keeping it connected through linkstate updates and virtual links. Also, all nodes are at the same level since ABRs do not have any special
roles apart from advertising non-area neighbours. We have also shown that a proper implementation of the
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proposed connection sharing mechanism can give a much more efficient performance.
The continuous improvement being made in the physical layer as regards the speed of the links means that the
performances of different routing algorithms will become closer. Therefore, the efficiency of the algorithms
should become more important. Also, these improvements has allowed for the possibility of the connection
sharing mechanism that we have proposed in this work.
In the above implementations, we have not considered failures in the network so this our next focus. We will
not seek to investigate CPNs ability to find new paths in the event that the best path fails as this capability has
been shown in past works. More crucial to our algorithm is the failure of the initiating node or if it becomes
unreachable by the nodes sharing its connection. An easy solution is to have special acknowledgements for
packets moving towards their second destination in order to share connection. This acknowledgement will be
sent by the initiating node once it receives such packets or by any other node in the area if temporary path
recording is used. When a node does not receive such acknowledgements, it assumes the initiating node has
become unreachable and initiates its own connection. This approach will be ineffective when the most recent
path update sent to the node sharing the connection is such that the node can source route packets without
sending them to the initiator. In such situations, to continuously check for the availability of the initiating
node, ’probe’ packets must be sent towards the initiating node.
For the fault-tolerant demonstration of our routing algorithm we will perform experiments on an actual CPN
test-bed.
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